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While median age of Singapore
residents rose from 37.4 years to 42.1
years from 2010 to 2022, the worry is a
potential fall in demand as population
ages. While analysing impact on
demand, we notice several
phenomenon. One, down-graders
contribute to a vibrant market for the
various segment groups be it Landed
Properties to Condominiums,
Condominiums to HDB, or even large
HDBs to smaller ones. 

Hence, even if the ageing population results in a reduced pool of income
earners, it scarcely causes a dent in demand or transaction volumes, as
shifts in portfolios are still likely to take place especially as the older
population cash out of their asset for retirement, or when they move to a
smaller home once their children have moved out. 

Let’s take a deeper look at the data from Singapore Department of
Statistics to see if this trend is in line with Resident Household Data. In
Table 1 below, we see private resident households growing 21% in the
past 10 years despite the ageing population. Of note, 1 and 2-room HDB
flats have grown a whopping 71% over the past ten years, most likely led
by down-graders from the older generation. Resident households in
condominiums and apartments have also grown 64%, we believe led by
more fragmented and smaller family units. On the other hand, resident
households in landed properties have dropped, also supporting the fact
that more elderly are downgrading and right-sizing their housing,
cashing out for retirement. 



This data is further supported by Table 2 shown below, where the number
of 1 person and 2 person households grew 99% and 43% respectively in
the past 10 years. Concurrently, the number of 4, 5 and 6 person
households dropped 1%, 6% and 14% respectively. This corroborates the
trend of smaller family households and fewer multigenerational families
living together.
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Two, more elderly seek to live independently and still earn an income. Aged 65
and above, single resident households grew by 131%. Simultaneously, labour
force participation rate for those aged 65 years and above grew from 17.6% in
2010 to 32.1% in 2022. Furthermore, retirement age and re-employment age
will rise further to 65 years and 70 years respectively by 2030.

While some may look towards neighbouring countries with a lower cost of
living for retirement, Singapore as a high-quality sanctuary still remains
attractive. One outcome we feel the ageing population might translate to is for
leasehold homes with shorter leases left to still have liquidity from this growing
pool of homebuyers. Developers have likewise future proofed new projects to
cater for flexible work-from-home spaces, with integrated developments
offering the allure of amenities downstairs especially for older folks who want
to avoid the hassle of commuting for groceries or banking services.

Higher tax rates and annual value

As rentals climb and landlords cheer,
property investors should be
mindful of the rise in property taxes
especially as their annual value
increases. 

While the increase is less significant
for lower valued properties, it does 
affect those even at the middle range with rents $5000/month and above,
which at this point includes 2 bedder condominiums in the Rest of Central
Region and 3 bedders in the Out of Central Region. Property taxes for an
investment property with rentals of $5,000/month increases from $6,900
to $8,850, which is a difference of $1,950 a year. 

For rentals at $7,500/month, property tax increase becomes more significant
from $12,000 to $16,950, a whopping $4,950 increase. While landlords cheer
the increase in rental income, we should nevertheless count our costs to
ensure the numbers are still in our favour.

Source: The Business times 
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Households gear up to buy property

As we approach 2023, while
MAS expects Singapore
companies, households and
banks to remain resilient,
certain headwinds such as
weakening external demand,
high inflation and tighter
financing conditions inevitably
leads to slowing of the
economy.

Source: The Business times 

For the property market, we have seen firm underlying demand and strong
purchasing power giving rise to prices despite rising interest rates. This rise
is especially significant in Out of Central Region (OCR) properties catering
mostly to own-stay buyers.

Other than households more vulnerable with higher expenditures relative
to their income, non-performing home loan ratios are at a decade low of
0.3%, presenting very healthy leverage positions of households.

Where do we see the market heading to in 2023?

Due to the timely introduction of cooling measures in 2022 which has
kept our property market stable, significant drops in the property price
index are unlikely especially due to ready demand and shortage of
supply. However, due to the high interest rate environment, tighter loan
restrictions and looming slowdown in the economy, we see
opportunities in the 1st half of 2023 as motivated sellers become more
cognizant of buyers’ affordability especially on higher quantum
properties, and able to agree on more reasonable prices around past
transacted ones, rather than fishing for high cash over valuation offers.
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Additionally, the supply of new launches H1 2023 would provide a large
plethora of options rather than the limited supply we saw in 2022. This
window of opportunity will not last for a long time as prices are expected to
start picking up again once interest rates start to drop, economy picks back
up and existing supply gets snapped up. Not to forget China’s loosening of
Covid restrictions, which could possibly add to demand for our local private
properties both for purchase and rental.

We have lots more opportunities and strategies we’d like to share with you,
contact us for a quick chat today!

Kind regards,
STL Properties








